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To make sure you are getting a unique and authentic experience, we 
have patented our signature design of burned wood.

Ekustik registered trademark: no. 018504053

Registered design: no. 008611321-0004

patented design

how to use

cream white grey black bordeaux dark green

colours

king’s cape
red

performance

60 x 120 cm (width x height)

Three depth options (5/10/15 cm) 

Weight approx. 9 kg (depth of 10 cm)

dimensions

100% Czech handmade product with a quality guarantee 

Contains eco-friendly PET felt Envizol (recycled plastic)

Safe and healthy materials only: no glass or mineral wool used

50% absorption effectiveness at 150 Hz. 100% effectiveness at frequencies 
higher than 300 Hz (applies to model with a depth of 10 cm)

Luxury wood finish 

Wall hanging system includedWall hanging system included

Made to measure version available on request

properties

eco-friendly made in the Czech
Republic

handmade honest work

king’s cape
gold

custom

description

Woody Queen is designed to improve acoustic comfort in your room
by absorbing unwanted reflections of sound waves. Its size (60 x 120
cm) and three thickness options (5, 10, 15 cm) make it a perfect choice
for a range of applications without compromising your acoustic
needs. 

woody queen standard
Designed to eliminate those pesky echoes in your dining room, homeDesigned to eliminate those pesky echoes in your dining room, home
theatre, or listening room, the absorber instantly improves your
listening experience and well-being. Panel thickness 5 cm.

woody queen performance
Primarily intended to create a perfect listening position in Hi-Fi
rooms, rehearsal spaces, and music studios. A true must-have for all
music enthusiasts and producers. Panel thickness 10 cm.

woody queen performance basswoody queen performance bass
While boominess (an abundance of low-end frequencies that drown
out higher frequencies) is a real concern when recording, it is not
always a bad thing. If controlled, it adds fullness to your records. This
absorber is designed to give musicians and producers full control
over boominess. The result is recordings that stand out. Panel
thickness 15 cm.

Acoustic panel - woody queen

Woody Queen


